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Reproduction of the original: A Harmony of the Gospels For Students of the Life of Christ by A.T Robertson
An instant New York Times bestseller! Connect deeper with the Bible and your faith as Kathie Lee Gifford journeys with Messianic Rabbi
Jason Sobel through Israel, studying the Bible in its Hebrew context. As a lifelong student of Scripture, Kathie Lee Gifford has always desired
a deeper understanding of God’s Word and a deeper knowledge of God Himself. But it wasn’t until she began studying the biblical texts in
their original Hebrew and Greek—along with actually hiking the ancient paths of Israel—that she found the fulfillment of those desires. Now you
can walk with Kathie on a journey through the spiritual foundations of her faith: The Rock (Jesus Christ): Hear directly from Kathie about her
life-changing and ever-deepening connection with Jesus, the Lover of her soul. The Road (Israel): Explore dozens of ancient landmarks and
historical sites from Israel, the promised land of God’s covenant. The Rabbi (God’s Word): Go beyond a Sunday-school approach to the
Bible by digging into the original languages and deeper meanings of the Holy Scriptures. As you journey through The Rock, the Road, and
the Rabbi, you’ll also find additional content from Messianic Rabbi Jason Sobel throughout the book. Jason’s insight into the Hebrew
language, culture, and heritage will open your eyes to the Bible like never before. Come! Begin your journey toward a deeper faith through
The Rock, the Road, and the Rabbi.
In this book, Adele Reinhartz argues that the Gospel of John is a rhetorical work that aims to persuade its audience not only to believe in
Jesus but also to separate themselves from the Jews. This program accounts for the Gospel's pervasive Jewishness as well as its antiJewish statements.
The Footsteps of the MessiahA Study of the Sequence of Prophetic EventsAriel MininstriesThe Footsteps of the MessiahA Study of the
Sequence of Prophetic EventsAriel MininstriesThe Footsteps of the MessiahA Study of the Sequence of Prophetic EventsAriel
MininstriesFootprints of the MessiahKoinonia House
Over 150 tales from the Talmud, the Zohar, Jewish folktales, and Hasidic lore.
ROSH HASHANAH & THE MESSIANIC KINGDOM TO COME is a detailed description of events past, present, & future taking place on Rosh
Hashanah, the Jewish New Year. Mr. Good chronicles the lives of the Biblical patriarchs & their vision of a messianic age. Each Biblical
Festival is presented as a part of the blue-print for mankind given from Heaven. The Messiah & His Kingdom are revealed in virtually every
custom, ceremony, & commandment found in the scriptures, culminating with His coming at Rosh Hashanah. Other subjects include: the dual
concept of the Messiah, the seven thousand year plan of time, the coronation & wedding of the Messiah, & much more. "As you read this
fascinating book, you will rediscover the Old Testament & G-d's marvelous plan to reveal His Son in every beautiful Jewish feast & custom.
To the honest doubter or skeptic, we urge you to take time to study this book carefully, note the Old Testament prophesies & the accuracy of
their New Testament fulfillment." Jan Crouch, Trinity Broadcasting Network. "This book changed my life & caused me to understand the
magnitude of G-d's Festivals. I believe this book should be required reading for every student of the Bible." Helen Cregger, Founder &
Director of Morning Star Ministries, South Carolina.

Gershom Scholem was the master builder of historical studies of the Kabbalah. When he began to work on this neglected
field, the few who studied these texts were either amateurs who were looking for occult wisdom, or old-style Kabbalists
who were seeking guidance on their spiritual journeys. His work broke with the outlook of the scholars of the previous
century in Judaica—die Wissenschaft des Judentums, the Science of Judaism—whose orientation he rejected, calling their
“disregard for the most vital aspects of the Jewish people as a collective entity: a form of “censorship of the Jewish
past.” The major founders of modern Jewish historical studies in the nineteenth century, Leopold Zunz and Abraham
Geiger, had ignored the Kabbalah; it did not fit into their account of the Jewish religion as rational and worthy of respect
by “enlightened” minds. The only exception was the historian Heinrich Graetz. He had paid substantial attention to its
texts and to their most explosive exponent, the false Messiah Sabbatai Zevi, but Graetz had depicted the Kabbalah and
all that flowed from it as an unworthy revolt from the underground of Jewish life against its reasonable, law-abiding, and
learned mainstream. Scholem conducted a continuing polemic with Zunz, Geiger, and Graetz by bringing into view a
Jewish past more varied, more vital, and more interesting than any idealized portrait could reveal. —from the Foreword by
Arthur Hertzberg, 1995
Footprints of the MessiahChuck MisslerWhat Old Testament Bible Study is mentioned twelve times in one book of the
Bible, is given by seven different people and is almost never given today?That Jesus is the Messiah of Israel! How
certain can we be that Jesus is the Messiah?Review some of the major passages in the Tanakh (the Old Testament)
which predict and describe the Scriptural expectations to be fulfilled by the Messiah of Israel. This study will also take a
mathematical analysis of a small sampling from the more than 300 predictions concerning the Jewish Messiah.This
classic study was redone by Chuck at the end of 2011This briefing pack contains 2 hours of teachings
Footprints of Grace: An Intimate Portrayal of the Footsteps of Jesus is a uniquely rich, suspenseful, tender, and
compelling idyllic narrative portraying the gracious footsteps of Israel's long-awaited Messiah, the man called Jesus
Christ of Nazareth. In fact, this narrative captured, in graphic scenery, the magnificent signs and miracles that Israel's
Messiah demonstrated on the poor, oppressed, and downtrodden in bringing release to the sick and disease. Indeed, Dr.
Wright's chronicle of Jesus's teaching and healing and His complete devotion to God, is an intimate, spirit-filled narrative
with a host of refreshing dramatic expressions not duplicated in any other previous writings. His narrative not only
captures the hearts of the people of Israel, but the heart of the reader as well. Therefore, through God's providential
design, it is hoped that in every city, town, and village that Jesus, Israel's long-awaited Messiah, traveled, His glorious
footprints of grace were forever engraved into the heart and lives of those whom He touched in seeking to save the lost in
carrying out His Judean and Galilean ministries.
Could the story of mankind be far older than we have previously believed? Using tools as varied as archaeo-astronomy,
geology, and computer analysis of ancient myths, Graham Hancock presents a compelling case to suggest that it is. “A
fancy piece of historical sleuthing . . . intriguing and entertaining and sturdy enough to give a long pause for
thought.”—Kirkus Reviews In Fingerprints of the Gods, Hancock embarks on a worldwide quest to put together all the
pieces of the vast and fascinating jigsaw of mankind’s hidden past. In ancient monuments as far apart as Egypt’s Great
Sphinx, the strange Andean ruins of Tihuanaco, and Mexico’s awe-inspiring Temples of the Sun and Moon, he reveals
not only the clear fingerprints of an as-yet-unidentified civilization of remote antiquity, but also startling evidence of its
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vast sophistication, technological advancement, and evolved scientific knowledge. A record-breaking number one
bestseller in Britain, Fingerprints of the Gods contains the makings of an intellectual revolution, a dramatic and
irreversible change in the way that we understand our past—and so our future. And Fingerprints of God tells us something
more. As we recover the truth about prehistory, and discover the real meaning of ancient myths and monuments, it
becomes apparent that a warning has been handed down to us, a warning of terrible cataclysm that afflicts the Earth in
great cycles at irregular intervals of time—a cataclysm that may be about to recur. “Readers will hugely enjoy their quest
in these pages of inspired storytelling.”—The Times (UK)
"All of us need to return to Nazareth." — Pope Benedict XVI, from his visit to Nazareth, 2009 After the best-selling
archaeological biography Mary of Nazareth, Michael Hesemann sets out once again for the Holy Land, this time seeking
traces of perhaps the most mysterious figure in human history: Jesus of Nazareth, whom Christians believe to be the Son
of God, the Messiah. In this unique book, Hesemann walks the streets of Israel in order to put historical, archaeological,
geographical, and scriptural research on Jesus to the test. Bible in hand, he takes readers on a stunning tour through the
places Jesus lived, worked, and suffered—Bethlehem, Nazareth, Capernaum, Jerusalem—to give a concrete and colorful
sense of the historical Jesus and the world he knew. Along the way, archaeologists reveal to Hesemann a host of littleknown discoveries, from the apostles' boat to Herod's palace to what might be the sites of Jesus' miracles. This book
brings readers face-to-face with the mystery of the Incarnation—a God who, if Scripture is right, became man and lived
among us. Pack your bag and follow closely as Michael Hesemann retraces the footsteps of Jesus of Nazareth.
Sometimes, a little nudge from the universe pushes one to find his raison d'etre in life. If actor Sonu Sood had given in to
the celebrity syndrome of sitting in his ivory tower and expressing his generosity by remote control, he would have never
come face to face with the trauma of India's migrant labourers or understood that a food packet was a woefully
inadequate substitute for a ride back home. During the nationwide lockdown, imposed in the wake of the COVID-19
pandemic, when a wave of poverty-stricken migrants set out on foot to make their arduous journey back home, the value
of seva, service to mankind, instilled in him by his parents, spurred Sonu Sood into action. From taking to the streets and
reaching out to the stranded, to setting up a dedicated team and making arrangements for national and international
transport, Sonu managed to help thousands of helpless and needy workers. Thus, began his 'Ghar Bhejo' programme,
carried out like a humanitarian mission. Chartered flights, buses and trains were sanitized and paid for. Distress calls
from all over the world were answered. Soon, the movement snowballed into a campaign for providing jobs, medical
facilities and educational aid to workers. The silver-screen villain transitioned into a real-life superhero. In his memoir, I
Am No Messiah, Sonu Sood combines the extraordinary experiences of his journey from Moga to Mumbai with the
writing skills of veteran journalist and author Meena K. Iyer. Honest, inspirational and heart-warming, this is the story of
Sonu Sood and of the people whose lives he continues to transform.
After a controversial American priest is elected pope, archaeologist Jack Cane and an Israeli agent must find a mysterious Dead
Sea Scroll which references two messiahs, a prophecy which is causing a political and religious crisis and placing their livesin
danger.
In this ebook download of Walking in the Dust of Rabbi Jesus, Lois Tverberg challenges readers to follow their Rabbi more closely
by re-examining his words in the light of their Jewish context. Doing so will provide a richer, deeper understanding of his ministry,
compelling us to live differently, to become more Christ-like. We’ll begin to understand why his first Jewish disciples abandoned
everything to follow him, to live out his commands. Our modern society, with its individualism and materialism, is very different
than the tight-knit, family-oriented setting Jesus lived and taught in. What wisdom can we glean from his Eastern, biblical attitude
toward life? How can knowing Jesus within this context shed light on his teachings for us today? In Walking in the Dust of Rabbi
Jesus we’ll journey back in time to eavesdrop on the conversations that arose among the rabbis of Jesus’ day, and consider how
hearing Rabbi Jesus with the ears of a first-century disciple can bring new meaning to our faith. And we’ll listen to Jewish thinkers
through the ages, discovering how ideas that germinated in Jesus’ time have borne fruit over time. Doing so will yield fresh,
practical insights for following our Rabbi’s teachings from a Jewish point of view.
Featuring the latest archaeological and historical discoveries, this guide illustrates the people and events that shaped the life of
Jesus, from his birth in Bethlehem to his death in Jerusalem.
In 1990 a document was discovered in Poland, according to which the Gaon of Vilna (1720 1797) stopped in Amsterdam on his
way to Erez Israel. Research based on this astonishing find, detailed in this book, brought about a chain of dramatic discoveries
that fundamentally altered our knowledge of the historic figure of the Gaon of Vilna. One such discovery reveals that the journey to
Erez Israel transpired in the year 1778, three years prior to 1781 the year set as the end time by the kabbalists of that generation,
including the Gaon of Vilna himself. This book demonstrates that the Gaon of Vilna traveled to Erez Israel in order to compose a
new Shulh an arukh, a final halakhic code that would bring an end to halakhic disputes within the Jewish people. In this way he
hoped to ensure the Messiah s arrival in the year 1781. Mysteriously, the Gaon of Vilna abandoned his dream, reporting that
Heaven had prevented him. By following in the Gaon s footsteps, The Gaon of Vilna and His Messianic Vision uncovers the cause
of his aborted journey and the revolutionary approach to redemption that the Gaon subsequently developed.
The source of the popular slogan "What Would Jesus Do?" - found everywhere today from key chains to the pages of Rolling
Stone magazine - can be traced back to the 1896 publication of In His Steps. Soon after its publication In His Steps was popping
up everywhere - from comic books to plays - and had a circulation greater than any book other than the Bible. Sheldon presents "a
Christ for the common people. A Christ who belongs to the rich and poor, the ignorant and learned, the old and young, the good
and the bad." He asks us to consider what Jesus would do if He were in our shoes. This profound book urges readers in the
direction of Jesus' words, "take up your cross and follow Me." Relevant to readers today, it asks us to set our eyes on God instead
of being led astray. Chose the path Jesus would have chosen. Live the life He lived. Walk in His steps.
The discussion about messianic prophecies is therefore an important one. It hits at the very origins of Christianity and takes us to
the very heart of the early Jewish- Christian controversy.
A dual portrait of controversial religious figure Rabbi Sabbatai Sevi and his Jewish cult traces Sevi's early life and education
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against a richly detailed backdrop of Jewish community culture, discussing how he acquired an international following despite his
conversion to Islam in 1666. Reprint.
Around the world, including Israel, there are a growing number of adherents to Messianic Judaism. Messianic Jews form a
religious group that believes Yeshua Hamashiach (the Hebrew name for Jesus the Messiah) is the true Messiah as known in
Christianity and the New Testament. In Eternity with Yeshua Hamashiach we learn about the journey to an expanded faith of a
dozen real-life Jews who embraced Yeshua, some only in their final days and hours. Already strong in their Jewish faith and
practices, the men and women in these stories come to a better understanding of the place of faith in this life and in the hereafter.
Some are open about their conjoined faith, while others are secret believers or not yet fully converted. While their stories are
different, they have one thing in common: they all have a common heritage. They are Jewish individuals who have placed their
faith in the Son of God. The engaging stories in Eternity with Yeshua Hamashiach will help those who want to understand their
Jewish friends better and inform Jewish people who are thinking about Yeshua.
Imagine following Jesus along the road, listening in on his conversations, and gleaning from the lessons he taught in the holy
places he traveled. Join author Wayne Stiles as he walks in the steps of Jesus: through Bethlehem, Samaria, Jerusalem,
Nazareth, Galilee, and beyond. Experience the places where Jesus met a lonely woman in Samaria, a den of hypocrites in the
Temple, a Jerusalem Pharisee still searching for truth, fishermen with a sea of false expectations, and a hometown ashamed of
him. Entering the Holy land through the settings, sights, and sounds of Stiles's engaging travelogue, readers will not only discover
more about these sacred places, but also learn practical lessons that will find their way into their hearts. And ultimately, prepare
them for their own encounter with Christ.
This book addresses the universal theological dimension of reconciliation in the context of the Israeli Messianic Jewish and
Palestinian Christian divide. Palestinian Christians and Israeli Messianic Jews share a belief in Jesus as the son of God and
Messiah. Often, though, that is all they have in common. This remarkable book, written in collaboration by a local Palestinian
Christian and an Israeli Messianic Jew, seeks to bridge this gap by addressing head on, divisive theological issues (as well as their
political implications) such as land, covenant, prophecy and eschatology which separate their two communities. The struggle for
reconciliation is painful and often extremely difficult for all of us. This unique work seeks to show a way forward.
COMMENDATIONS "In a world that wants to see only one side of every conflict (and this one especially), where people believe
only their own propaganda, and where many Christians inhabit hard shells of theological, political and apocalyptic certainties, this
book is a bravely different voice. Rather, it is two voices talking carefully, honestly, graciously, respectfully and truthfully to each
other - as sisters and brothers in the Messiah should. This is a unique conversation in which each partner, Messianic Jewish
Israeli and Palestinian Christian, gives full expression to all that they are and think and feel about themselves and the conflict in
their land. We are treated to some stretching theological debate and some honest self-criticism. But above all we come to share
the hope and courage that shines through the pain and struggle." - Christopher J. H. Wright, International Ministries Director,
Langham Partnership, UK "The Palestinian-Israeli divide may be the most intractable conflict of our time. With great courage,
honestly facing the turbulent political, historical, and theological landscape which authentic reconciliation must engage, Munayer
and Loden open up fresh space. Given the divides between their communities, this book is a remarkable achievement, a cry of
hope from the land where Jesus walked." - Chris Rice, Director of the Center for Reconciliation, Duke Divinity School, USA
The only reliable account of the life of Jesus, the Son of God, is the four gospels in the Bible. Whilst there are numerous
authenticating secular letters, it is primarily the gospel accounts that present the greatest story of all time, the life and ultimate
death of Jesus. Jesus lived for just thirty-three years and travelled no more than a couple of hundred kilometres in any direction.
He lived at the time of seemingly ultimate power, that of the Roman Emperors, yet He discussed politics only once, when the issue
of taxation was used to try and trap him. He penned no letters and left no monuments, yet His life and death changed the entire
world through the redemptive power of the cross. All of this is told in the rich fabric of the gospels. It is a story unparalleled in the
history of the world, a story that brings the author and perfector of our faith to life. A story of Jesus who fulfilled every requirement
of the law and the Old Covenant, and ushered in the New Covenant of Grace; of unmerited, undeserved, unfathomable favour
upon the lives of all who believe. It is a story of Jesus, whose life and death made us completely righteous, not because of
anything we did, but because of everything He did. It is a story of love so divine and of grace so deep that it deserves to be told in
many different ways, as the gospels do so beautifully. The gospels are not a chronological story of the life and times of Jesus
though. They are four unique but complimentary accounts, written by different men to different audiences and contain different and
similar stories of the life of Jesus. Whilst there are thousands of books on the gospels and each has been a blessing, there is
space for yet one more book to build on this certainty. A harmonised chronologically presented gospel account of Jesus set in the
geography, politics, people, power, culture and history of the day so the reader can walk with Jesus over his thirty three years as
he crawled, walked and died on earth. This book is not meant as a commentary or an academic treatise, merely an opportunity to
read every word of the four gospels woven into the time and setting of the historical truth of the Saviour of the world
A lively discussion in which six authors interact with each other on whether Messianic congregations are necessary or whether
Jewish believers should instead be incorporated into the Gentile church.
God Reached Down from Heaven with the Best Gift of All A sacred season is about to unfold for three women whose hearts
belong to God. Elizabeth is barren, yet her trust in God remains fertile. Mary is betrothed in marriage, yet she is willing to bear
God’s Son. Anna is a widow full of years, yet she waits patiently, prayerfully for the Messiah to appear in the temple courts.
Following in their footsteps, you too can prepare for the Savior to enter your heart, your mind, and your life in a vibrant, new way.
Best-selling author Liz Curtis Higgs explores the biblical stories of Elizabeth, Mary, and Anna, unwrapping each verse with tender
care and introducing you afresh to The Women of Christmas.
In Early Jewish Messianism in the New Testament, Serge Ruzer explores cases where the New Testament proves an early
witness for broader Jewish messianic beliefs, thus revealing a fuller picture of Judaism in the Second Temple period.
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